
 
ACRONYM X - Round 9 
 
1. Wikipedia claims that this franchise's 487 straight home sellouts is an NHL record. In 
November 2016 Marek Svatos [MARE-eck SVAH-tohss], who spent six seasons with this 
team, died of a drug overdose. This team, who is now captained by Gabriel Landeskog, 
won the 1996 Stanley Cup in its first season in its (*) current city, before which they were the 
Quebec Nordiques. In 2016 this team's head coach and former goalie, Patrick Roy [wah], 
resigned. A letter "A" wrapped in a cascade of snow is the logo of, for 10 points, what NHL team 
based in the Rocky Mountains? 
ANSWER: Colorado Avalanche [accept either, do not accept or prompt on "Avalanches"] 
<Nelson> 
 
2. A folk band named for one type of these animals released a 2015 concept album about 
professional wrestlers titled Beat the Champ. A book by Jon Ronson, which speculated 
about a paranormal experiment that enabled people to kill these animals by simply (*) 
staring at them, was adapted into a 2009 George Clooney film. Coffee Stain Studios produced a 
video game which questionably "simulates" being one of these animals. A tendency to panic 
when startled explains the adorable "fainting" type of, for 10 points, what ungulates that don't 
really eat cans? 
ANSWER: goats [accept The Mountain Goats or The Men Who Stare at Goats] <Nelson> 
 
3. In The Angry Birds Movie, this actress voiced Stella, the bubble-blowing pink bird. In one 
TV appearance, this actress noted "it wasn't my worst Wednesday night" when describing 
being abducted by aliens. This former star of Logo's Big Gay (*) Sketch Show, who thanked 
Ellen DeGeneres in a 2016 Emmy acceptance speech, starred as Jillian Holtzman, a bespectacled 
engineer in 2016's Ghostbusters. In a series of 2016 debate parodies, Alec Baldwin appeared 
opposite, for 10 points, what star of Saturday Night Live? 
ANSWER: Kate McKinnon [or Kathryn McKinnon Berthold] <Nelson> 
 
4. As a man applies a patch to his eye in this film, he notes that he was glad to be "graced 
with a spare." At the end of this film, its narrator inspires a massive group to rescue the 
world from "mysticism and tyranny." In a climactic battle scene in this film, a thrown 
spear (*) grazes the face of a heavily-pierced king. A character in this adaptation of a Frank 
Miller work is accused of "madness" by a messenger, whom he then angrily kicks into a pit. 
Gerard Butler plays King Leonidas in, for 10 points, what film about a group of Spartan soldiers? 
ANSWER: 300 <Nelson> 
 
5. In one song on this album, the singer claims "you're a vegetable,”; that song also 
features a repetitive Swahili chant. Quincy Jones helped produce this album, which 
contains a song whose refrain states "You need some lovin', tender love and care." 
"Wanna Be (*) Startin' Something" and "P.Y.T." are songs on this album, whose title track 
contains narration by Vincent Price and has an iconic 13-minute music video in which the singer 
turns into a werewolf. The best-selling album of all time is, for 10 points, what 1982 smash by 
Michael Jackson? 
ANSWER: Thriller <Golden> 
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6. In one episode of this series, Jake Johnson guest starred as Boris Spassky, who loses a 
World Chess Championship to an American played by Taran Killam. Sports journalist 
Katie Nolan described Teddy Roosevelt's influence on football on this show, in which the 
latter was played by Rob Riggle. Derek Waters created this show, which began as a (*) 
Funny or Die web series whose first video featured a cell phone-using Alexander Hamilton 
played by Michael Cera. For 10 points, name this Comedy Central show where highly inebriated 
actors retell past events. 
ANSWER: Drunk History <Vopava> 
 
7. During a 2003 playoff game, this figure insisted "you can't tell me to sit down" during an 
altercation with referee Mark Wunderlich. White-bearded music producer Lou Adler is 
frequently seen near this figure, who was often flanked by girlfriend Lara Flynn Boyle in 
the 1990s. During his favorite (*) team's abysmal 2015 season, this man joked about selling his 
high-profile season tickets. For 10 points, name this sunglasses-wearing owner of courtside seats 
at Lakers games, an actor who also starred in A Few Good Men and The Shining. 
ANSWER: Jack Nicholson [or John Joseph Nicholson] <Vopava> 
 
8. In a 2016 Taco Bell ad, a time traveler warns a customer that winning one of these things 
will effectively end humanity due to the whole world being preoccupied by using them. The 
puzzle games Wayward Sky and SuperHypercube and the horror release Here They Lie all 
require (*) use of this device. One console version of Resident Evil VII has support for this 
device, which is generally used in tandem with a Move controller or a DualShock. For 10 points, 
name this platform that requires both a special visor and the latest Sony game console. 
ANSWER: PlayStation VR [accept PSVR; prompt on "PlayStation" or "PlayStation 4"] 
<Nelson> 
 
9. After Ryan Reynolds failed to win the Best Actor--Comedy or Musical award at the 2017 
Golden Globes, this actor kissed him on the lips. In a 2016 film, the drunkard Kichijiro 
[KEE-chee-JEE-roh] guides two Jesuits played by Adam Driver and (*) this other actor, who 
seek their mentor, Father Cristovao [KREE-stoh-vow]. The priest Sebastião Rodrigues 
[seh-BASS-chow rod-REE-giss] in Martin Scorsese's Silence was played by this man, who 
preceded Tom Holland and succeeded Tobey Maguire in his most famous role. For 10 points, 
name this star of The Amazing Spider-Man. 
ANSWER: Andrew [Russell] Garfield [or Andrew Garfield] <Vopava> 
 
10. During the 2014 season, this man hired a medicine man in an attempt to make it rain in 
an indoor stadium. While with the Angels, this man willingly gave his jersey number to 
Don Sutton, prompting his switch to the number 70. This man (*) managed an AL East team 
to its only World Series appearance in 2008, which was the first of two teams on which he 
managed Ben Zobrist. He took his current job in 2014 after leaving the Tampa Bay Rays. For 10 
points, name this manager of the Chicago Cubs, who should not be confused for a legendary 
football coach. 
ANSWER: Joe Maddon [or Joseph John Maddon; do not accept or prompt on "John Madden"] 
<Nelson> 
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11. The beat to this song was created by Menace and sold to its singer for $200 via 
YouTube. The singer of this song "Call[s] up Phillip-Phillip, gon' fill up the bank" and 
raps "Gorilla, they come and kill you with bananas." Followed by its artist's single 
"Tiimmy Turner," it gained popularity after being sampled in (*) Kanye West's "Father 
Stretch My Hands Pt. 2". This song mentions "credit cards and the scammers" and its singer 
claims "I got broads in Atlanta." For 10 points, name this song about a black-and-white animal 
by Desiigner. 
ANSWER: Panda <Golden> 
 
12. In an episode of The Big Bang Theory, this figure downplays Raj's appearance in People 
magazine by noting "Call me when you're on the cover." This man's most famous TV 
character has a ghost played by Kathy Bates, who began appearing after his character was 
hit by a train. Michael J. Fox was replaced on (*) Spin City by this actor. Following a bizarre 
public dispute, he was fired by Chuck Lorre from a TV show that co-starred Jon Cryer. An HIV 
diagnosis was revealed in 2015 by, for 10 points, what former star of Two and a Half Men? 
ANSWER: Charlie Sheen [accept Carlos Irwin Estevez] <Golden> 
 
13. During one of these events, a grieving sergeant reveals that Warren Grass got away 
with killing his son while driving drunk. Dwayne Bishop has rebelled against these events, 
which begin with a prayer that blesses the U.S.'s "new Founding Fathers." Though 
government officials with "ranking 10" typically have (*) immunity during these events, a 
namesake 2016 film notes that this is not true in an "Election Year." Emergency services are 
suspended during, for 10 points, what 12-hour periods in a series of action films, during which 
all crime is legal? 
ANSWER: Purges [accept The Purge or The Purge: Election Year] <Nelson> 
 
14. As part of their reunion, this band released the song "Christmas Will Break Your 
Heart" in 2015; four years prior, their farewell concert was filmed for the documentary 
Shut Up and Play the Hits. This band brags that "All the furniture is in the garage" in the 
song "Daft Punk (*) Is Playing at My House" and pleads "I Can Change" in a namesake song 
from their album This Is Happening. James Murphy fronts, for 10 points, what celebrated 
American dance-rock band whose name refers to a liquid crystal display? 
ANSWER: LCD Soundsystem <Vopava> 
 
15. Americans visiting this country's capital are the subject of David McCullough's The 
Greater Journey. Werner hides the Sea of Flames in this country in Anthony Doerr's 
[“doors”] All the Light We Cannot See. In another novel set here, Isabelle's key starts an 
automaton built by the director of A (*) Trip to the Moon. An author from this country 
described a drawing of a boa constrictor eating an elephant in a book whose title character loves 
a rose on Asteroid B-612. For 10 points, name this home country of The Little Prince's author 
Antoine de Saint-Exupéry [sahnt ex-ZOO-per-ee]. 
ANSWER: France <Golden> 
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16. Description acceptable. Fred Williamson notoriously claimed he would injure his 
opponents during this game, though in reality he ended up suffering a broken arm. 
Trumpeter Al Hirt performed with the Grambling State (*) marching band during this event, 
which was established as part of an agreement that led to a merger three years later. Max McGee 
caught two touchdown passes in this game from the game's MVP, Bart Starr. The Chiefs lost 
35-10 to the Packers in, for 10 points, what 1967 football game between the AFL and NFL 
champions? 
ANSWER: Super Bowl I [or the first AFL-NFL World Championship; accept reasonable 
answers like "the first Super Bowl"; prompt on “Super Bowl”] <Nelson> 
 
17. This musician's life was fictionalized in the 2015 TV film "Coat of Many Colors," which 
received a Christmas-themed sequel in 2016. This singer, who released a hit that pleads 
"please don't take my man," wrote and was the first to perform the song "I Will (*) Always 
Love You." As an actress, this woman appeared as the title character's godmother in Hannah 
Montana and starred in a workplace comedy for which she sang the theme song, 9 to 5. The 
busiest theme park in Tennessee is named after, for 10 points, what legendary country singer? 
ANSWER: Dolly [Rebecca] Parton <Nelson> 
 
18. A Halloween-themed expansion to this game added the character Boogie Woogie, while 
its first expansion added a character that can gain the "Panda Express" evolution. Magic: 
the Gathering creator Richard Garfield created this board game, which introduced a Space 
Penguin in its second edition. In both this game and its (*) New York-based sequel, players 
can gain green energy cubes if they roll lightning bolts or can attack fellow players if they roll 
claws. For 10 points, name this game about kaiju [KYE-joo] who wish to rule Japan's capital. 
ANSWER: King of Tokyo <Vopava> 
 
19. In one episode of this series, a trailer for the motorcycle-oriented film Track Days was 
heavily lambasted. Another woman appearing on this show surprisingly held a trademark 
on the phrase "due in." A woman previously known as the "Queen of QVC," Lori (*) 
Grenier [gren-EER], joined this series for its fourth season. Zipz, a line of wine containers, 
caused this show's Kevin O'Leary to spend $2.5 million. Dallas Mavericks owner Mark Cuban 
also appears in, for 10 points, what reality series in which inventors pitch their products in the 
title "location"? 
ANSWER: Shark Tank <Nelson> 
 
20. On The Simpsons, the Old Jewish Man once gave Bart and Lisa a film reel for an 
alternate "Killing Spree Ending" to this film; its actual ending, in part, sees the protagonist 
running down a street and greeting an "old movie house" and a (*) "building and loan." 
Bedford Falls resident George Bailey is the central figure of this film, which describes how an 
angel gets its wings. A guardian angel grants Bailey's suicidal wish that he'd never been born in, 
for 10 points, what Frank Capra film starring Jimmy Stewart and set during Christmas? 
ANSWER: It's a Wonderful Life <Vopava> 
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1. For 10 points each, name these comic book characters known for their cool helmets: 
[10] The helmet worn by this long-time nemesis of the X-Men makes him untraceable by 
Cerebro, Professor X's device that can locate mutants. 
ANSWER: Magneto [or Erik Lensherr or Max Eisenhardt] 
[10] This Batman villain's helmet is part of an elaborate outfit that keeps his body temperature 
extremely low, which is necessary due to an experiment gone awry. 
ANSWER: Mr. Freeze [or Victor Fries] 
[10] This police officer in Mega-City One, who can legally kill criminals as he sees fit, has a 
sweet helmet that obscures most of his face. 
ANSWER: Judge Dredd [or Joseph Dredd] <Nelson>  
 
2. For 10 points each, answer the following about legitimate musical genius and virtuoso Chris 
Thile [THEEL-ee]: 
[10] At age 12, Thile released his first album displaying his mastery of this small stringed 
instrument, which he has also played in the bluegrass bands Punch Brothers and Nickel Creek. 
ANSWER: mandolin 
[10] Thile appeared on a 2011 collaborative album with several other string musicians; among 
them was this fellow prodigy, a Chinese cellist. 
ANSWER: Yo-Yo Ma 
[10] In late 2016, Thile officially replaced Garrison Keillor [KEE-ler] on this variety radio show; 
Keillor read the news from Lake Wobegon [woh-beh-gahn] on this show for 42 years. 
ANSWER: A Prairie Home Companion <Vopava>  
 
3. In November 2016, voters in this NFL team's city rejected a referendum that would've given 
them a new stadium. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this team who, until recently, played at Qualcomm Stadium near California's border 
with Mexico. 
ANSWER: San Diego Chargers [accept Los Angeles Chargers; prompt on “Los Angeles”] 
[10] The Chargers are quarterbacked by the sometimes capable Philip Rivers, who was traded on 
the day he was drafted for this other quarterback, who has since won two Super Bowls. 
ANSWER: Eli Manning [ or Elijah Nelson Manninng; prompt on "Manning"] 
[10] In 2016, the Chargers took this defensive end with the 3rd pick in the NFL draft; a contract 
dispute followed, leading this player's mother to note that she wished they'd "pulled an Eli 
Manning." 
ANSWER: Joey Bosa [BOH-suh] <Nelson>  
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4. In 2015, one of these things celebrating Veterans Day unexpectedly prompted significant 
criticism for only depicting one white service member. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name these often-interactive features that celebrate holidays or other anniversaries; one 
released in 2010 was a fully playable version of Pac-Man. 
ANSWER: Google Doodle [prompt on partial answers] 
[10] The first Google Doodle appeared in August 1998 to commemorate this yearly festival held 
in a temporary town in Nevada's Black Rock Desert. 
ANSWER: Burning Man 
[10] Google also created a time-wasting game about a T-Rex jumping over cacti, which 
automatically loads on Chrome browsers under this condition. 
ANSWER: no internet connection or offline mode [accept clear equivalents] <Vopava>  
 
5. In the first episode of this show, John and Angel banked and won over $1.3 million after 
rejecting a contract for about a tenth of that. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this NBC game show, which premiered in late 2016. In it, the bottom of a four-story 
structure is divided into 15 slots of various values; the show’s top prize being over $12 million. 
ANSWER: The Wall 
[10] The Wall bears a strong resemblance to this game on The Price is Right, which also involves 
dropping objects down a wall filled with pegs. Its middle value is currently $10,000. 
ANSWER: Plinko 
[10] This host of The Price is Right occasionally uses a "Plinko stick" to dislodge chips that get 
stuck on the Plinko board. 
ANSWER: Drew [Allison] Carey <Vopava>  
 
6. The poster for the disaster film The Day After Tomorrow prominently depicts this landmark 
frozen in ice. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this landmark, which blockbuster movies have hated ever since its charred remains 
appeared at the end of The Planet of the Apes. 
ANSWER: Statue of Liberty [accept Liberty Enlightening the World] 
[10] A power outage and the Statue of Liberty's head landing in the street below ruin Rob's 
perfectly good going-away party in this 2008 found-footage action film. 
ANSWER: Cloverfield 
[10] Though audiences do not see its destruction, Lady Liberty is shown fallen into New York 
Harbor in this 1996 disaster movie, in which President Whitmore says the film's title during a 
rousing third-act speech. 
ANSWER: Independence Day <Vopava>  
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7. In this song, a rapper claims he's been "smooth since the days of Underoos." For 10 points 
each: 
[10] Name this posthumous #1 hit by the Notorious B.I.G. In the chorus, Pamela Long asks 
"Biggie, Biggie, Biggie, can't you see?" 
ANSWER: "Hypnotize" 
[10] In "Hypnotize", Biggie describes girls in this city who have "dough and Moschino." Will 
Smith claims he was "born and raised" in this city in the theme song to The Fresh Prince of 
Bel-Air. 
ANSWER: Philadelphia [or Philly; accept West Philadelphia] 
[10] "Hypnotize" also name-drops this comic book character, a blonde boy who is incredibly 
wealthy; in the song, Biggie claims to be even wealthier. 
ANSWER: Richie Rich [or Richard $ Rich Jr.] [Yes, his middle name is a dollar sign.] 
<Golden>  
 
8. In one episode of this series, a bullet lodged in a shooting victim is found to actually be an 
explosive that threatens several cast members. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this CBS medical drama, which is named for an emergency alert that indicates a 
bomb or other suspicious object is present at a hospital. 
ANSWER: Code Black 
[10] Fresh off the cancellation of his 2015 comedy series The Grinder, this actor and former 
Direct TV pitchman joined the cast of Code Black for its second season. 
ANSWER: Rob Lowe [or Robert Hepler Lowe] 
[10] Rob Lowe was the subject of the 2016 iteration of one of these occasionally funny events 
that air on Comedy Central; in Lowe's case, it was hosted by David Spade. 
ANSWER: Comedy Central Roasts <Nelson>  
 
9. For 10 points each, answer the following about twisting: 
[10] This alliteratively named early rock singer had a massive hit with "The Twist." His stage 
name is ostensibly a reference to his weight. 
ANSWER: Chubby Checker [or Ernest Evans] 
[10] The 1996 film Twister depicts a storm-tracking teams' pursuit of one of these tornadoes, the 
most powerful on a scale that measures tornado intensity. 
ANSWER: F5 
[10] "Twist it" is one of three instructions given by this toy, which must be manipulated in 
various ways as many times as possible without screwing up. An "extreme" version of it added 
additional options like spinning. 
ANSWER: Bop It <Nelson>  
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10. The "Wrath of the Machine" raid and "Archon's Forge" activity were added by this 
expansion, which also marked the return of the rocket launcher Gjallarhorn. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this expansion, which was released in September 2016 for a 2014 video game 
released by Bungie. Its name references a metallic element. 
ANSWER: Rise of Iron [accept, but do not otherwise reveal, Destiny: Rise of Iron] 
[10] Rise of Iron is the fourth expansion to this console-based online shooter, the first since 
2015's The Taken King. 
ANSWER: Destiny 
[10] Destiny's latest expansion added a new mode, Supremacy, to its player-vs-player modes, 
which the game collectively refers to by this term. It shares a name with, but is entirely unrelated 
to, a play by Arthur Miller. 
ANSWER: [The] Crucible <Nelson>  
 
11. This franchise's list of retired numbers amusingly includes the number 1,223, which 
represents the wins by former coach Jerry Sloan. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this NBA team that is now led by the "Stifle Tower" Rudy Gobert [goh-BAIR], as 
well as all-star Gordon Hayward.  
ANSWER: Utah Jazz 
[10] In 2010, the Jazz re-adopted a version of their original logo, in which the 'J' in 'Jazz' 
resembles a basketball fittingly made into one of these things. 
ANSWER: musical notes 
[10] For an incredible 20 seasons, the Jazz were led by this point guard, who is by far the NBA's 
all-time leader in both assists and steals. 
ANSWER: John [Houston] Stockton <Nelson>  
 
12. For 10 points each, name these actors who have recently taken on the role of that sure-fire 
critical success character, the cancer patient: 
[10] The surprisingly tasteful 2011 comedy 50/50 starred this actor as cancer survivor Adam 
Lerner; in 2016 he played the title character in Snowden. 
ANSWER: Joseph [Leonard] Gordon-Levitt 
[10] This Spanish actor, who won an Oscar as the terrifying hitman Anton Chigurh [shih-GURR] 
in No Country for Old Men, played a quasi-psychic cancer sufferer in 2010's Biutiful 
[BYOO-tee-fool]. 
ANSWER: Javier Bardem [or Javier Ángel Encinas Bardem] 
[10] The teen weepie The Fault in Our Stars featured this actor as the terminally ill Augustus 
Waters. 
ANSWER: Ansel Elgort <Vopava>  
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13. The 18th season of this show, which aired in the summer of 2016, was won by Nicole 
Franzel, who had finished in 7th place on a previous season. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this CBS reality series in which strangers live for a prolonged period of time in a 
highly monitored home. 
ANSWER: Big Brother 
[10] This former anchor of The Early Show has hosted Big Brother every season since its debut 
in 2000. 
ANSWER: Julie [Suzanne] Chen 
[10] Julie Chen also appears on this morning show, which bears strong similarities to other 
panel-hosted shows like The View and The Chew. It co-stars Sara Gilbert and Sharon Osbourne, 
among others. 
ANSWER: The Talk <Nelson>  
 
14. This man's first victory over Jose Aldo took just 13 seconds, a record for a championship 
fight. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this Irish MMA fighter, who won the UFC's lightweight championship in November 
2015. 
ANSWER: Conor [Anthony] McGregor 
[10] McGregor's title fight came at the first UFC event to be held at this venue in New York 
City, which is home to the NBA's Knicks and NHL's Rangers. 
ANSWER: Madison Square Garden 
[10] McGregor won the lightweight title while also defending this other title for fighters between 
136 and 145 pounds, making him the first person to hold two UFC titles simultaneously. 
ANSWER: Featherweight Championship <Nelson>  
 
15. For 10 points each, answer the following about music videos that creatively use animation: 
[10] This song by one-hit-wonder A-Ha, which boasts a legendary synth riff, has a music video 
about a girl who enters a comic book themed around motorcycle racing. 
ANSWER: Take on Me 
[10] The 1985 Dire Straits hit "Money for Nothing," whose video features extremely primitive 
computer animation, includes refrains of "I want my MTV" sung by this lead vocalist of The 
Police. 
ANSWER: Sting [or Gordon Matthew Thomas Sumner] 
[10] Different types of animation blend together in the video for this band’s “Feel Good Inc.” 
This group, whose singer is “2D,” is always presented as a group of animated characters. 
ANSWER: Gorillaz <Vopava>  
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16. For 10 points each, answer the following about indie filmmaker Taika Waititi [TYE-kah 
why-TEE-tee]: 
[10] Waititi is best known for making this 2014 vampire mockumentary, in which a supernatural 
beast reminds his foul-mouthed brethren that they are "werewolves, not swear-wolves." 
ANSWER: What We Do in the Shadows 
[10] Waititi directed four episodes of Flight of the Conchords, a show whose protagonists hail 
from this country; Waititi himself, as well as Peter Jackson, are also from here. 
ANSWER: New Zealand [or Aotearoa] 
[10] Waititi's indie cred makes him the unusual choice to direct this Marvel sequel to be released 
in 2017. This latest film to feature Chris Hemsworth's pretty blond god is titled for a mythical 
apocalypse. 
ANSWER: Thor: Ragnarok [prompt on "Thor" or "Thor 3" or similar] <Vopava>  
 
17. After her daughter's death, a mother on this show descended into madness and gained the 
ability to see a demon named Killer Bob. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this early 90s drama series about an FBI agent's investigation into the murder of 
homecoming queen Laura Palmer. It is set in and named for a bizarre small town in Washington, 
and is being revived in 2017. 
ANSWER: Twin Peaks 
[10] Twin Peaks was co-created by this filmmaker known for his intense, surreal films like 
Eraserhead and Mulholland Drive. 
ANSWER: David [Keith] Lynch 
[10] Kyle MacLachlan, who played Agent Dale Cooper on Twin Peaks, now plays the mayor on 
this sketch comedy show about life in a major Oregon city. 
ANSWER: Portlandia [prompt on "Portland"] <Vopava>  
 
18. For 10 points each, answer the following about the worst-reviewed films of 2016, according 
to Metacritic: 
[10] Dirty Grandpa, the 5th worst on Metacritic's list, paired Robert De Niro with this young 
actor, who starred opposite Adam Devine in Mike and Dave Need Wedding Dates. 
ANSWER: Zac Efron [or Zachary David Alexander Efron] 
[10] The phrase "Offensively stupid" appears in Richard Roeper's review of this 2016 comedy, 
one of a rash of worthless ensemble holiday films like Valentine's Day and New Year's Eve. This 
one is set in May. 
ANSWER: Mother's Day 
[10] The absolute worst film of 2016 was Nine Lives, in which a girl's new cat hosts the 
consciousness of her workaholic father, played by this star of American Beauty and House of 
Cards. 
ANSWER: Kevin Spacey [or Kevin Spacey Fowler] <Vopava>  
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19. Among this band’s typically bad lyrics are “she smokes a pack a day / wait that’s me, but 
anyway” in the song “Meet Virginia.” For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this Pat Monahan-fronted band whose other hits include "Drops of Jupiter" and "Hey 
Soul Sister." 
ANSWER: Train 
[10] In this 2012 song by Train, the singer claims "I swear to ya, I'll be there for ya" and wants a 
"two-ply Hefty bag to hold my love." 
ANSWER: Drive By 
[10] The chorus of "Hey Soul Sister" mentions this 1980s band, which sang "take" the title 
objects "and learn to fly again" in their song "Broken Wings." 
ANSWER: Mr. Mister <Golden>  
 
20. For 10 points each, name these catchers who have doubled as first basemen: 
[10] Known for his iconic sideburns, this Minnesota Twins player is the only Major League 
catcher ever to win three batting titles. 
ANSWER: Joe Mauer [or Joseph Patrick Mauer] 
[10] Despite missing most of 2011 after a home-plate collision with Angels outfielder Scott 
Cousins, this Giants catcher won the National League batting title in 2012. 
ANSWER: Buster Posey [or Gerald Dempsey Posey III] 
[10] This man's career began in 1960 with the Milwaukee Braves, a team for which he played 
catcher, first base, and third base; beginning in the mid 1990s, he won four World Series as a 
manager. 
ANSWER: Joe Torre [or Joseph Paul Torre] <Vopava>  
 
 
 

 


